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Content
0:30
Overall mil career. Joined British Army in 1974, boy service, in Royal
Armoured Corps. Included military education, leadership. Designed
to develop future senior NCO. Learned a lot. Good foundation. Left
in 1975 to 15/19 King's Royal Hussars in Northern Ireland. Quite a
shock. Had to be 18 to go to NI then. His travel date was 15 Feb
when he was still 17, but the ferry docked on his 18th birthday. Then
he worked with Fox armoured cars at Tidworth before heading to
Cyprus for a deployment with the Force Reserve there.
2;20
The Brits used Cyprus as decompression after NI, similar to what
Canadians did later after Afghanistan. Then to Germany, Paderborn
near Sennelager. Medium and close recce unit on Scorpions and
Scimitars, which made for a good transition to Cougars when he
finally emigrated to Canada. From Germany, he did another two
tours of Cyprus and a six-month exchange with the New Zealand
armoured corps.
3:35
After the Berlin Wall came down, the British reduced from 20
armoured regiments to 10 under Options for Change. He decided to
take early retirement and move to Canada. Had no intention of
rejoining military, but this changed when he needed a new vehicle
and went to a car dealership and bumped into someone with the
SALH. He suggested he come down and speak with people like LCol
Robert Mackenzie. Infamous in the local area. Found out SALH are
sister regiment of his old British regiment which he wasn't quite
aware of at the time.
4:40
Six months after leaving the British Army he joined the SALH on a
waiver because he wasn't a citizen yet. Joined as WO. Went to
Gagetown to do his QL7 course. Two years later he was RSM under
LCol ______. Commissioned and became OC of A Squadron in Medicine
Hat. LCol Tom Putt asked him to go to Afghanistan as part of his Gstaff in the National HQ. He was employed by Cubic at Suffield at the
time. His supervisor supported his deployment and thought it might
help in training the British at BATUS.
6:25
Did nine months work up training with National Command Element
and went to Afghanistan early to transition from Kabul to Kandahar.
Deployed 3 Jan 2006 to Kandahar Airfield. By the time main body of
TF 1-06 arrived, "I was actually beat. Never worked so hard on a
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previous tour with the British Army. I was ready to go home--it was
that intense! But very very interesting."
Q: LCol Putt was picking and choosing officers...
Col Putt obviously wanted people he was comfortable with. He was
actually deploying as the 2IC of TF 1-06 and CO of the NCE. So he
wanted guys he had a rapport with. "To that end, his Adjt, the G1,
myself, the G3 (Dick Cruickshank, KOCR)... not a Sally, but they had a
good rapport. That worked well. The SA had someone we could talk
to or get support from. That was key. There was a lot of stuff going
on. As far as the regiment was concerned, it was the biggest
deployment since WW2, the people on one rotation and something
we're very proud of. We sent the most reservists on one tour" [Note:
The Calgary Highlanders actually sent more--about 60 personnel-several years later]
He thinks they sent around 40 people to Camp Mirage, to PsyOps and
other places.
Family and friends thought he was nuts at 46 because of his age and
because he'd done his time. But he'd trained all his life for this. His
wife reminded him that 2006 was their 25th wedding anniversary.
(He hadn't a clue). They're still married, 35 years now. Luckily "my
wife's a rock. Did 12 years in Europe. Her dad's a former chief
warrant officer. If she hadn't backed me, I couldn't have gone." His
coworkers were also supportive, many ex-military. Thought it would
benefit him and Cubic. "But civilian friends just think you're nuts if
you volunteer to go to Afghanistan. So I went. No regrets."
Putt never forced anybody. "Tom," he said, "I'm going to Afghanistan
in this role. I'd like you to come. Are you up for it?" I basically said I
was in so long as my family and work were for it. I don't think I was
coerced. I think that's because he said he had faith in me, and trust."
But if Putt hadn't taken such a personal approach, he thinks he
probably wouldn't have deployed. "I was 46 and thought my fighting
time was done... including three tours in Northern Ireland. I don't
think I was coerced or forced into it... He's very charming!"
Expectations? "I did not have a clue. Never been to one of those type
countries. Missed Iraq in 92 [Gulf War] because my regiment was in
Chieftains and they only took Challengers... had no idea about
climate, the conditions etc. Went in totally blind. Had a feeling it
would be busy. Long hours. Which proved to be so. But no idea..."
"You want to go and do a good job. Don't want to let anyone down.
To fail. Knew at my age I wasn't going there to fix bayonets and
charge up San Juan Hill. But I was comfortable in HQ. If I could free
up another officer from an office job to go and get some battle
experience, that was fine. Knew at my age I wouldn't get that
opportunity. Thoroughly enjoyed it."
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First impressions: "Shock" compared to NI and Cyprus.
Accommodations were rudimentary. Six of us in a Weather Haven,
pretty cold, frost on the ground in Kabul. Water running through the
place. 400 yards to the washroom. Didn't think it would be so
rudimentary, but still luxury compared to what the boys and girls
encountered outside the wire. Had hot water and hot meals. "You
never complain too much because there's always someone who's got
it way worse than you have."
He clarifies... he never went to Kabul, went straight to KAF. The Task
Force prior had just moved down from Kabul. Really early days in
KAF, still building buildings. Not completed. Early days. All weather
havens in KAF.
From CWO to Captain... it's a different world. As a CWO you get more
respect and perks. Now just another captain in a weather haven. No
complaints. Soldier on. 12-14 hour days, lucky to get 8 hours sleep.
Not a problem.
Set up work as watchkeeper, duty officer in the Joint Operations
Centre, including communications direct with Ottawa. Missing
infrastructure, challenge to get secure comms and computers
working correctly. In NCE JOC, no comms with battle group. Relied
on secure laptops. so it was a chore in a fight to get the info to pass it
to Canada "because we couldn't listen to it on the combat net
[radio]". Had to rely on someone in another ops room passing the
info to them by laptop, even as they are fully engrossed in a fight.
The main job was to get info from Afghanistan to NDHQ Ottawa. If
there was an incident, they ensured they locked down comms "so
nobody got on the phone and phoned home". Needed to make sure
Ottawa knew details before they were reported in a newspaper.
"That was absolutely critical. Couldn't have public waking up to learn
we'd lost soldiers before the powers that be knew". It was critical to
lock down comms and get info back to Canada. "
How successful were you?
Can't say 100%, never 100%..."but certainly high 90s". As soon as
there was a casualty, they locked down Kabul, Kandahar and Camp
Mirage comms. Told signals det in each area. Once incident was
clear, the G3 would allow comms to resume/open. Could take an
hour or 5-6. All part of notifying families too.
Day to day job?
Watching the STU-3 and two secure laptops. Big TV screens so
everyone could read info. Looking at info coming through on laptop.
Went into action when casualties reported or troops in contact,
notified G3. STU was the secure landline to NDHQ for updates.
It was a digital HQ, progressively more complicated. Great thing was
purchasing things off the shelf, to bypass the normal procurement
process, for operational needs. NDHQ staff visitors would also bring
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new equipment. At that time, they were still using floppy disks.
Using 15-20 floppy disks to get a major incident or set of orders to
Ottawa.
Learning curve?
"My learning curve was huge. Never worked in national HQ before."
So dealing with NDHQ and PMO could be intimidating until they got
used to it. "Learning curve was high. Didn't want to mess up or
screw it up. Dealing with people's lives. Double and triple-checked
before advising Ottawa."
Memorable day?
Maybe the first multiple fatality, lost three guys in a G-wagon IED
explosion. "Quite the shock... especially multiple deaths in one day.
It got to you. I can't quite explain. It hurts. It hurts to lose anybody.
But to lose multiple guys and girls, it was a shock. Having said that,
the worst one was when we lost Capt Goddard. The first female and
everybody knew who she was. And unfortunately that was right in
the middle of the CanCon show, entertainers who came across from
Canada. That caused a lot of problems because we only had two
female captains on the tour so we had to be very careful about
sending the info... had a 50-50 chance of getting it wrong."
On a general day to day they always paid respects to anyone
repatriated, regardless of country, time of day. Everybody turned
out. "I don't ever want to see another ramp ceremony. Ever. I've
seen over 40 and it's not fun. Not fun at all."
Was the ramp ceremony developed in 2006?
He doesn't know. "They are fantastic in their own right, you get
respect and sent off in a dignified, military manner." It was a comfort
for their comrades to know someone was there to send them off,
even if they couldn't get to KAF for the ceremony. Every nation
turned up. Even civilians. The guy that cut your hair. Didn't matter
what time of day or night. "You got your ass out of bed and went."
How satisfying was job?
He enjoyed it. Thinks he did a good job. Learning curve was huge.
The mundane stuff, the staff work, was a challenge for him as a
former senior NCO. Had a great boss in Dick Cruickshank. "I did
struggle at times. But quite happy with the job I did. Think Putt and
Cruickshank were happy with me. Haven't had any bad comments to
my face, after all."
Regular/Reserve split in NCE?
They meshed absolutely. There was always a big thing [historically]
between the Mo' and the Regs, but this tour was about one-third
reservists in the battle group. The NCE was over 50% reservists.
Some of the key ones like the G4, the MP, were all Regs. They
symmetry and cooperation was fantastic. No Reg Force guys looking
down their nose at the reserves. Certainly in the NCE, everyone
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gelled well, and "we all did a hell of a job under very trying
circumstances"
Comparisons to previous tours?
Staff work was similar but Canadians were "more... more regimented
in the way they did their paperwork than the Brits. Brits weren't as
strict, as long as the information got conveyed. Some Canadians got
upset if it wasn't filled in the right way...a few temper tantrums when
it wasn't the right form... " Pressure and time-wise, pretty much the
same. Canadians were slightly more funny about their staff work.
"I think the Canadians went there as peacekeepers... had that
reputation... and a lot of the NCOs and officers had never done
anything other than PK, so when they hit the ground in a full-on war
their learning curve was steep, and they adapted well." Among Brits,
there was nothing but praise for Canadian battalions and how they
did their job there. Had ups and downs with politicians, but
government got them the right kit at the right time. For example,
knew G-wagon wasn't going to sustain IED hits, so within months
they got the RG-31s straight from South Africa, and instructors from
Gagetown to train everyone in theatre.
The M777 artillery pieces, off the shelf, worked fantastic. If we
wanted it and there was on operational need, the guys got it. Which
he couldn't say for the previous British experience, subject to normal
procurement procedures.
His state at the end of the tour?
He got out at end July, early August. Some stayed longer and rotated
into NATO mission from the American mission. Most reservists were
time-limited due to civilian work. You hoped there was someone
coming in to take your place. Others covered off.
How tired were you?
"I was beat." By the time the main TF arrived "I said to Col Putt: 'Sir,
I've never worked so hard in my life. Time to go home. Kind of
joking." Not physical work, but constantly on the phone, the
demands of the job, dealing with NDHQ. He was quite lucky. Col Putt
said we have to go to Kabul. "The Gurkhas are in Kabul and I know
you like a curry". So they went up for the opening of the embassy as
Putt's aide for 3-4 days of mini-R and R, curry, a couple cans of
Guinness. Flew back to KAF right as rain.
HLTA?
For his 25th anniversary he met his wife in Athens, Crete, Rhodes,
Santorini and back to Athens. A good gig for both of them. "When
you're on vacation you never want to go back to work, but I still kept
up to date on what's going on in theatre. You've got to man up. Go
back. There's someone else waiting to go on leave."
Return to Canada?
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Didn't decompress in Cyprus because it wasn't set up yet. Went to
Dubai then Toronto to Edmonton. Members of the regiment met him
at the airport to get his vehicle, clear out and return home. "Surreal.
From high pressure to 'thanks for coming out'. A bit of a shock."
Different transition?
Yes, because he didn't return home as part of a squadron or company
as in the past. He was first guy in, and first guy out from NCE. No
mutual support. Nobody else. Sometimes he was at a loose end, not
sure what was happening. Ups and downs for the staff doing the
processing too.
Retirement?
He retired two years later. Sep/Oct 2008.
He wasn't fighting, but ... good American movie about body
repatriation which he couldn't watch for more than 20 minutes.
After seeing Lone Survivor in the theatre, he had to linger after it
finished "to get my shit together, to be crude." He doesn't get
flashbacks, PTSD, "but I get emotional when I watch certain events.
Like ramp ceremonies. I don't want to watch another ramp
ceremony." Some movies are hard...based on reality... "still gets at
you". That affects him. Emotional triggers. Anything to do with
repatriation. Can't watch them. Same with the bodies down the
Highway of Heroes.
How close are you with SALH who served there?
Not close. Most came from Edmonton, not southern AB. He went to a
couple of dinners the HCol put on, but he doesn't generally go due to
time and distance.
Looking back... changes to him?
He learned a lot as a person. "I seem to have calmed down. Used to
get agitated quite quickly. Had to learn to calm down and get a grip
to get stuff sorted, and sorted quickly... Have a lot more patience with
people than before. Good experience but don't really talk about it
much because it wasn't one of those glory jobs you talk about. I tell
people I went. I did a job. A job I was asked to do. I think I did it
well. I enjoyed it. Would I do it again? Probably. All in all it was one
of those life experiences that I have no regrets in going."
Anything else to say?
"This might sound bitter and twisted, and it's one of the reasons I left
the Reserves: I lost a lot of money. They messed up on the Class C so
I never got my pay in theatre, I got it when I got back. But obviously
it was earned in a non-tax year... entitled to it while in theatre... I lost
a whole whack of money due to someone's incompetence. I fought it
for two years but never got it resolved. But I've moved on." He
knows for a fact another four or five guys who suffered the same fate.
By the time they got it sorted, they were in another tax year and had
to pay taxes on money they should have earned tax-free while
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overseas. He was in the oil patch in a high tax bracket, with a large
amount of back pay, also taxed highly. A lot of heavy-hitters from the
Brigade Commander down were fighting for him, but to no effect.
He's pleased to see it's been resolved, the transition from Class A/B
to Class C. "At the time it was slightly annoying". He clarifies: He
was getting paid Class B overseas, and the Class C difference later. "It
was quite a lot!"

